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This catalogue showcases selected corporate gift ideas from TRENDS COLLECTION in conjunction 
with our global partners XD DESIGN and SWISS PEAK. Corporate gifts are a valuable means of 
strengthening relationships with both customers and employees. A perfectly timed gift is one of the 
best ways of conveying the very important message that a business relationship really matters to your 
company.

Verbal or written communication is soon forgotten but carefully chosen branded gifts have a proven 
record when it comes to expressing your appreciation to customers or motivating and thanking 
employees. Gifts generate reciprocal appreciation and goodwill and act as a constant reminder of a 
close business relationship.

When selecting a corporate gift it is important to ensure that both the quality and perceived value 
are appropriate for the purpose intended. It’s the thought that counts and a gift does not need to be 
excessively expensive but conversely should not be perceived as inexpensive or poor quality.

Trends Collection, XD Design and Swiss Peak are market leading brands with a reputation for producing 
elegant, yet affordable corporate gifts which exceed expectations. Careful consideration is given to the 
design, product quality, branding and presentation of the gifts you select. All you have to do is deliver 
them and enjoy the appreciation and goodwill they generate.

For over 30 years XD Design has been regarded as the
leading global brand for business and corporate gifts.
With design studios in both Europe and Shanghai,
they produce elegant yet practical gifts that people
appreciate and use in their everyday life.

XD Design knows what makes a business gift truly
memorable and appreciated. Their gifts are unique
and pleasing to the eye, but also functional and
meticulously manufactured to the highest standards.
Each item is carefully branded and presented in a
tasteful gift box.

Incorporating sustainability into corporate gifts is very
important to XD Design and they have a clear focus
on a socially responsible future. Through every step of
the design and manufacturing process the impact each
gift will have on the environment is considered. You
can read more about XD Design’s vision for the future
at www.xdvision2020.com.

The Swiss Peak brand was born in 1992 and quickly 
became a global market leader for luxury travel, 
business and lifestyle corporate gifts.

Swiss Peak is powered by a team of talented designers
who are passionate about creating unique and
original gifts that put style and adventure into people’s
lives. They excel at taking items used every day and
elevating them to desirable business gifts which will be
appreciated and remembered.

Affordability is important and Swiss Peak offers
exceptional value without compromising quality. Each
item can be branded and many are presented in a
Swiss Peak gift box.

The lifestyle values Swiss Peak bring to their
range makes them a popular choice for companies
worldwide who are seeking gifts to show their
appreciation to customers and employees.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Specifications, information and products featured in Trends Collection Premium Range – Edition Number Two are subject to change. 
Check our Website www.trendscollection.com for up to date information.

Products displayed are not actual size and the logos used are for reference only to illustrate branding options. 
They are the property of their owners and represent no endorsement of this brochure or its content. 

Props may have been used for presentation or demonstration purposes and are not included. Please refer to the product description 
for full specifications.

Product colours illustrated are matched as closely as the print process will allow and should be considered to be approximate. 
Actual product colours can also vary from shipment to shipment and this is beyond our control. Always ask to see a sample to ensure 

the product colour and the product itself are suitable for the intended purpose as we do not accept returns due to minor colour 
variations or the product being deemed unsuitable once it is delivered.



Swiss Peak Outdoor
Bluetooth Speaker
110000

The powerful five Watt Swiss Peak Outdoor 
Bluetooth Speaker is a triumph of modern 
design and functionality. It delivers crystal 
clear sound reproduction in even the 
toughest conditions and is water proof, 
shock proof and dust proof. The massive 
1500 mAh battery keeps the speaker 
operating for up to 10 hours and it can 
be used with a 3.5 mm audio cable which 
is included. It also features a hands free 
function to pick up phone calls and is 
beautifully presented in a printed gift box. 
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The powerful five Watt Swiss Peak Outdoor The powerful five Watt Swiss Peak Outdoor 
Bluetooth Speaker is a triumph of modern 
design and functionality. It delivers crystal 
clear sound reproduction in even the 
toughest conditions and is water proof, 
shock proof and dust proof. The massive 
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is included. It also features a hands free 
function to pick up phone calls and is 
beautifully presented in a printed gift box. 
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Tardis Bluetooth 
Speaker
107029

Superb Bluetooth speaker with incredible 
high definition sound reproduction which is 
finished in stunning electroplated colours 
and presented in a premium magnetic 
closure gift box. It has been manufactured 
using only the best quality componentry 
and will play music for up to 10 hours. 
Other features include the option of using 
a 3.5mm audio cable which is included and 
a built in microphone for phone calls or 
conference calls.
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Quantum Bluetooth Speaker
107695

Luxury Bluetooth speaker which produces crystal clear stereo sound and is thoughtfully presented in a Black gift box. 
It will play music for up to six hours and has a battery saving standby mode. Other features include a microphone for 
phone and conference calls and a 3.5mm audio jack with the cable included.

In�nity Bluetooth Speaker
107696

Superior Bluetooth speaker which produces up to eight continuous hours of exceptional crystal clear stereo sound from 
a dual speaker array with a built in sub-woofer to enhance bass reproduction. Infinity is equipped with NFC technology 
(Near Field Communication) which allows Bluetooth devices that support NFC to pair with it simply by placing the device 
within proximity. Other features include a microphone for phone and conference calls, a 3.5mm audio jack with the cable 
included and it is tastefully presented in a Black gift box.
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Cyberdyne Headphones
109759

Premium multifunction Bluetooth 
headphones with crystal clear sound 
reproduction and an incredible 
continuous playing time of up to 16 
hours. Cyberdyne feature a microphone 
which allows the user to receive and 
make phone calls and they also support 
A2DP and AVRCP Bluetooth profiles 
allowing them to control functions on 
compatible devices including changing 
the music track, adjusting the volume, 
accepting incoming calls and taking 
selfie photos. They are presented in 
an elegant zippered EVA case which is 
perfect for protection and transportation.



Sport Bluetooth Earbuds
110098

The Sport Bluetooth Earbuds produce over five hours of 
continuous high definition stereo sound for people with 
active lifestyles and fit securely with an adjustable band 
to correctly tension them. Another excellent feature is a 
built in microphone which provides the option of making 
and receiving phone calls and even switching between 
calls. This is a superb function for people on the move 
or exercising who need to catch up on work or take 
calls without stopping. Sport produces such exceptional 
sound quality that they can be used instead of regular 
headphones while relaxing and they have their own carry 
case complete with a micro USB cable for charging.
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Pulse Power Bank
107617 - Pulse Power Bank
108479 - Carry Case - Large

Smart 4000 mAh aluminium power bank with a 
flashlight which is available in Silver, Red, Blue and 
Black. Pulse can be tastefully presented in an EVA 
carry case along with a micro USB cable and optional 
Apple connectors are available on request. The slim 
rectangular profile is ideal for sliding into a pocket 
alongside a phone while it is being charged. 

Swiss Peak Power 
Bank 5000 mAh
110009

Swiss Peak excels in designing practical 
lifestyle products and this compact, yet 
powerful 5000 mAh power bank with its 
own LED power gauge is no exception. 
The unit has an output of 5V/1A and an 
input of 5V/800 mAh which is ideal for 
charging phones, cameras and hand 
held GPS. It has it own custom carry 
pouch with a belt loop and is beatifully 
presented in a printed gift box along 
with a micro USB cable. 

Apple connectors are available on request. The slim 
rectangular profile is ideal for sliding into a pocket 
alongside a phone while it is being charged. 
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Swiss Peak 4000 mAh 
Lantern Power Bank 
108612

Another outstanding Swiss Peak lifestyle 
gift which is designed for use in the home, 
car and of course the outdoors. The 
powerful flashlight converts to a lantern 
or flashing red emergency light but the 
features don’t stop there. It also boasts a 
4000 mAh power bank which has plenty 
of power for charging phones and other 
small electronic devices. It is beautifully 
presented in a printed gift box along with 
a smart carry case, carabiner and a micro 
USB cable. Output power is 5V/2A, input 
power is 5V/1.5A and Apple connectors 
are available for an additional charge. 

Swiss Peak Water 
Resistant Solar 
Charger
108614

When the going gets tough Swiss 
Peak can be relied on to keep 
phones charged even in the most 
extreme conditions. This very durable 
water and dust resistant 2000 mAh 
solar charger features a power 
indicator and flashlight along with a 
carry pouch and carabiner. When fully 
charged it will deliver a massive 2.1 
Amps of power to electronic devices 
and it is presented in a printed gift 
box for maximum impact.
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Sol 800 mAh Travel 
Charger 
108630

Sol is a compact lifestyle gift for people 
on the move. Open Sol and let the two 
large solar panels charge the 800 mAh 
rechargeable lithium battery and then the 
free solar energy can be used to top up 
smart phones or other small electronic 
devices. Sol is presented in a printed gift 
box complete with a micro USB cable and a 
smart Black travel pouch. Apple connectors 
are available for an additional charge.

Sun Solo Solar Charger
108628

Give the gift of solar energy with Sun Solo which is nicely presented in a 
stunning printed gift box. This unique window charger has a 2500 mAh 
rechargeable lithium polymer battery which will charge smartphones and 
other small electronic devices using free solar energy. Ideal for use at 
home, in the office, car or caravan. Simply fix Sun Solo to any window with 
the powerful suction cup and allow it to charge.
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Swiss Peak 8800 mAh 
Power Bank
108613

Swiss Peak innovation that really packs a punch 
for people on the move. This rugged 8800 mAh 
rain and dust proof power bank is designed 
for use outdoors and will charge phones and 
tablets as well as other electronic devices. 
Additional features include a power indicator, 
flashlight, carry pouch with belt loop, micro 
USB cable and it is presented in printed gift 
box. Output power is 5V/2A, input power is 
5V/1.5A and Apple connectors are available for 
an additional charge. 

Solar Sun�ower 
2500 mAh Charger
108627

Sunflower brings solar energy to any 
home or office with a smile! Its powerful 
2500 mAh rechargeable lithium battery 
will charge a smart phone and other small 
electronic devices. Sunflower is a unique, 
thought-provoking gift that will attract 
attention and is beautifully presented 
in a printed gift box. A micro USB cable 
is included and Apple connecters are 
available for an additional cost.
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Fusion Power Station
107623

Substantial power bank which packs a big enough punch 
to charge a tablet with its massive 8800 mAh battery. It 
features a power gauge and dual output ports which 
allows two devices to be charged at the same time. 
Fusion is presented in a very smart EVA carry case along 
with a micro USB cable and optional Apple connectors 
are available on request. 
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Vector 8GB Flash Drive
100765 - Vector 8GB Flash Drive
104499 - Metal Presentation Tin

Genuine leather and metal 8GB flash drive with 
a USB 2.0 interface which can be beautifully 
presented in a trendy metal gift box.  



Colorado Picnic 
Blanket
109067

Premium woven polyester fleece 
picnic blanket with water resistant 
PE backing. Folds up after use 
with a Velcro closure and has a 
handy carry handle.

Igloo Cooler Seat
109080

Robust cooler bag which will hold 24 cans 
and doubles as a seat that can support 
up to 90kg. It is manufactured from 600D 
polyester with an inner lining of aluminium 
foil laminated PE foam insulation. Igloo has 
a unique removable base which allows it to 
fold flat for economical transportation as 
well as compact storage when not in use. 
It is easily assembled in a few seconds and 
other features include a soft padded seat, 
plywood reinforced walls and an adjustable 
shoulder strap.
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Glacier Cooler Trolley
109942

Large trolley cooler bag with a two stage 
pull up handle and robust dual wheels. 
Glacier has PE foam insulation encased in a 
waterproof PEVA inner liner and the outer 
construction is 600D polyester with smart 
ripstop trim. Other features include two large 
side pockets, a large zippered rear pocket, 
woven carry handles with a Velcro wrap and 
smart elastic lacing which is ideal for holding 
a sweater or light jacket.
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Laguna Cooler Bag
109079

Smart cooler bag manufactured from 
600D polyester with an inner lining 
of aluminium foil laminated PE foam 
insulation. Other features include a 
carry handle, adjustable shoulder strap, 
three zippered external pockets and 
two mesh pockets. Laguna is available 
in a vibrant colour range which includes 
Yellow, Orange, Red, Bright Green, 
Light Blue, Dark Blue, Navy and Black.
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Barossa Sunglasses
108424 - Barossa Sunglasses
104936 - Microfibre Pouch

Superb fashion sunglasses with a polished ABS frame and arms which are fitted with CE standard 100% UV 400 rated 
mirror lenses. They can be presented in a Black microfibre pouch which also doubles as a lens cleaner.  The White 
model is fitted with Blue mirror lenses and Black has Silver mirror lenses.

Swiss Peak Sunglasses
108615

Swiss Peak Sunglasses make a fashion 
statement and have their own design inspired 
EVA carry case. Both the frames and lenses 
(UV-400) are manufactured from impact 
resistant polycarbonate and these exceptional 
sunglasses are delivered from Swiss Peak in a  
nicely printed gift box.
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Ultron Sunglasses
108420 - Ultron Sunglasses
104936 - Microfibre Pouch

Fashion sunglasses with a trend setting 
Carbon Fibre patterned frame and arms with 
CE standard 100% UV 400 rated Silver mirror 
lenses. They can be presented in a Black 
microfibre pouch which also doubles as a 
lens cleaner. 

Quattro Sunglasses
108510 - Quattro Sunglasses
104936 - Microfibre Pouch

Refined fashion sunglasses with a polished 
ABS frame and arms which are fitted with CE 
standard 100% UV 400 rated lenses. They can be 
presented in a Black microfibre pouch which also 
doubles as a lens cleaner. 
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Classic Multi Tool
104164

Heavy duty multi tool with 12 fold away functions 
which is presented in a nylon pouch with a 
convenient belt loop.

Swiss Peak Multi Tool
108618

Swiss Peak design and engineering have combined to 
produce a gift that will last a lifetime. This 13 function 
stainless steel multi tool has a multitude of uses and with 
the handy carry pouch it will always be at hand when 
needed. Swiss Peak considers everything and presenting 
the multi tool in a printed gift box is a master stroke.
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Tundra Pocket Knife
104675

Design inspired seven function metal pocket knife 
with striking powder coated carbon steel tools and 
decorative rubber inserts in the handle. Superbly 
presented in a Black magnetic closure gift box.

Swiss Peak Binoculars
108619

Head for the hills with Swiss Peak. These rugged and reliable 10 x 25 binoculars will handle any weather conditions 
encountered in the outdoors. They fold down to a very compact size to fit in the carry pouch and are beautifully 
presented in a Swiss Peak printed gift box.
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Odin Safety Torch
109995

Superior multifunction safety tool for the car 
attractively presented in an XD Design gift box. 
Odin features a powerful torch, a safety light, a 
safety hammer and a seat belt cutter.

Thor Safety Hammer
109996

Practical car safety hammer and seat belt 
cutter which is nicely presented in a printed XD 
Design gift box.
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Swiss Peak Flashlight
108616

When the going gets tough the powerful one Watt 
Swiss Peak Flashlight can be relied on to show the 
way. Has a smart carry pouch and is delivered in a 
stunning printed gift box.
 

Swiss Peak Head Light
108617

Swiss Peak have done it again with this luxury one 
Watt head light. Ideal for after dark emergencies 
around the house or in the car when having hands 
free is critical. Swiss Peak think of everything and 
the smart carry pouch ensures the head light is a 
constant companion when exploring the outdoors 
and camping. It is a practical gift for people in all 
walks of life and the printed presentation box adds 
a huge lift to the perceived value.
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Verve Flashlight
104158

Petite aluminium flashlight with a timeless 
contoured design which is presented in an 
attractive Black magnetic closure gift box 
along with a battery.

Explorer Flashlight
104161

Ergonomically designed aluminium flashlight 
which is presented in a smart, Black magnetic 
closure gift box with batteries included. 

Petite aluminium flashlight with a timeless Petite aluminium flashlight with a timeless 
contoured design which is presented in an contoured design which is presented in an 
attractive Black magnetic closure gift box attractive Black magnetic closure gift box 
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Swiss Peak Traveler 53cm Umbrella
110002

Stay dry with this compact three stage Swiss Peak umbrella which features automatic opening 
and closing and is thoughtfully presented in a printed gift tube. It has a wind proof 53cm 
pongee canopy along with a chromed aluminium shaft, fibreglass ribs and a carry pouch.
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Sheraton Compact 
Umbrella
107938

Unique three fold 54cm, eight panel folding 
umbrella featuring both auto opening and 
auto closing. Has a high quality 190T pongee 
shower proof canopy with matching carry 
sleeve and folds down to a very compact 
28cm when not in use. The eight rib frame is 
constructed from metal with fibreglass added 
to ensure it is flexible and wind proof. Other 
features include a three stage expanding 
metal shaft with a leather look hand grip, 
metal tips, a Velcro tie and a hand strap.



Swiss Peak Tornado 58cm Umbrella
110011

Premium 58cm dual layered pongee storm umbrella with automatic opening which is 
presented in a Swiss Peak gift tube. Tornado has a robust metal shaft with a fibreglass frame 
and a soft touch rubber lacquered handle.
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Trident Sports Umbrella - Colour Match
109136

Superior 76cm auto opening umbrella with an eight panel canopy which is manufactured from rugged 190T shower 
proof fabric. Trident has a fully vented double panel wind proof canopy complete with eight fibreglass ribs and a super 
strong fibreglass shaft. Other features include a contoured, soft touch rubber lacquered grip, plastic tips and double 
Velcro ties. Available in Navy and Black.

Trident Sports Umbrella - Colour Match

Trident Sports Umbrella - Checkmate
110405

Superior 76cm auto opening umbrella with an eight panel canopy which is manufactured from rugged 190T shower 
proof fabric. Trident has a fully vented double panel wind proof canopy complete with eight fibreglass ribs and a super 
strong fibreglass shaft. Other features include a contoured, soft touch rubber lacquered grip, plastic tips and double 
Velcro ties. Available in White/Navy and White/Black.
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Hydra Sports Umbrella - Colour Match
110485

Premium auto opening 76cm, eight panel sports umbrella which has a strong 190T shower proof canopy along with a wind proof 
eight rib fibreglass frame and a fibreglass shaft complete with a soft EVA hand grip. Hydra is available in a vibrant colour range 
which includes White, Orange, Red, Bright Green, Light Blue, Dark Blue and Black.
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Skyro Inverted Umbrella
109530

Totally unique, inverted 59cm umbrella with a double 
canopy which is manufactured from high quality 190T 
shower proof pongee material. It features flexible 
fibreglass ribs which wind proofs the canopy along 
with a strong metal shaft and it will conveniently 
stand upright on its plastic tips when not in use. This 
is the umbrella of the future with a revolutionary 
new design which enables the wet canopy to close 
inwards leaving a dry, non drip outer layer. Skyro will 
open or close “inside out” through a building or car 
door while the user remains dry inside. 
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Ice Bucket
106211

Large ice bucket with an attractive design 
and timeless flowing curves which makes 
a perfect lifestyle gift for any home and 
will grace even the finest tables in style.

Large ice bucket with an attractive design 
and timeless flowing curves which makes 
a perfect lifestyle gift for any home and 
will grace even the finest tables in style.

James Cocktail Set
108622

A stunning cocktail shaker complete with a wooden 
muddler and stirrer all nicely presented in a printed 
gift box. James features a unique measuring cap 
that will also filter the finished cocktail into a glass. 
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Napoli Jute Wine 
Carrier
109081

Add an eco-friendly touch with natural jute when 
gifting wine. Wine is a popular and appreciated 
business gift which is instantly elevated when 
presented in an attractive Napoli wine carrier with 
smart unbleached cotton carry handles.

Donato Jute Double 
Wine Carrier
109082

The Donato wine carrier is handcrafted from 
natural jute with unbleached cotton carry 
handles and provides smart, eco-friendly 
presentation when gifting two bottles of wine.
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Gibbston Wine Carrier
107683

The gift of a bottle of wine is instantly elevated 
when presented in the stylish leather look 
Gibbston Wine Carrier. The recipient can reuse it 
to carry their own wine and it folds flat when not 
in use.

Tulip Salad Set
108631

Put a flower on the table and delight 
guests with the irresistable design of the 
Tulip salad set which is presented in a 
printed gift box for maximum impact. 
The base not only stores the utensils but 
is used for mixing, serving and storing 
dressing. 
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Hoot Bird Feeder
108638

The Hoot Bird Feeder brings the gift of bird song to any house or garden and is beautifully presented in a printed gift 
box. The roof unscrews so it can be filled with bird seed which drops down automatically into the feeding tray. Hoot is 
easy to take apart for cleaning and it has a wooden pole for the birds to sit on.

Orbo Serving Bowls
109993

Serve and present snacks in style with a set of three fashion 
inspired metal serving bowls from XD Design which are presented 
in a smart printed gift box.
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Alp Universal Tablet Stand
110005

Alp offers a unique combination of functionality and 
design which provides the user with a fashion inspired 
tablet stand with six different viewing angles and a smart 
aluminium stylus. It is manufactured from aluminium 
with a soft fabric covered stand and will hold a tablet up 
to 25.5 cm in size. XD Design have carefully considered 
presentation with a smart printed gift box. 

Chef Tablet Stand
108632

Stainless steel tablet stand which is the ideal kitchen 
partner to ensure recipes are close at hand and easy to 
read. The sturdy touch pen is designed for use in steamy 
kitchen environments to ensure food is not transferred from 
hands to the tablet. Chef is an outstanding home gift and is 
delivered from XD Design in a stunning printed gift box.
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Contour Tumbler
108624

Classically designed double wall 
thermal tumbler with shiny chrome 
accents and lid. The quality and 
design of Contour is accentuated by 
its presentation in a smart printed gift 
box. 

Contour Vacuum Flask
108625

Outstanding 500ml double wall vacuum flask 
with a design inspired shiny chrome waist ring 
and a cup. The printed presentation box elevates 
Contour to new heights as a desirable and 
sophisticated gift. 
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Bopp Hot Flask
110003

Award winning 600ml, double wall stainless steel vacuum flask with a trendy matt finish which is 
presented in an XD Design gift box. It features convenient push button operation along with a 
smart two tone cup which has a soft touch handle. 
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Swiss Peak Vacuum 
Flask
108620

At Swiss Peak, gifts are required to be of 
the highest quality but the design must 
also be outstanding and this 500ml double 
wall vacuum flask is no exception. With 
its flowing curved body and efficient push 
button operation, hot or cold beverages 
can’t help but taste better when poured 
from a Swiss Peak Vacuum Flask. The 
printed gift box simply adds to what is 
already an outstanding gift.

Wave Vacuum Flask
108623

Award winning European designed 700ml 
double wall vacuum flask beautifully presented 
in a printed gift box. With two matching cups, 
push button operation and solid stainless steel 
construction, Wave is a timeless gift that will 
be valued for many years.
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Bopp Sport Activity Bottle
110006

The designers at XD have delivered the most futuristic
Tritan water bottle of all time. This BPA free, 550ml bottle
has a radical hand grip with a soft touch silicone liner 
which ensures it is so easy and comfortable to carry. Bopp 
Sport has a secure screw on lid with a leak proof closure 
and is presented in a printed gift box.
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Swiss Peak Tritan Bottle
110001

Swiss Peak gifts are designed to complement healthy, 
active lifestyles and this 750ml BPA free Tritan bottle 
is no exception. It features silicone rings on both the 
lower bottle and lid for improved grip, a leak proof 
closure, a convenient carry handle and is beautifully 
gift boxed.

Bopp Fruit Infuser Bottle
110004

Give the gift of healthy living with this 650ml, BPA 
free Tritan water bottle from XD Design. It has an 
internal infusion cartridge which is easily filled with 
sliced fruit to provide a natural and healthy water 
flavouring. The timeless design and functionality 
of this bottle is exceptional and it is presented in a 
stylish printed gift box.
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Atlanta Eco Safe Drink Bottle
108539 - Atlanta Eco Safe Drink Bottle
108592 - Drink Bottle Gift Box

Trendy 700ml stainless steel water bottle with a timeless contoured design which 
can be attractively presented in a Black gift box with the choice of three different lid 
styles. Atlanta is available in Silver, Black and Translucent Blue.

Eco Safe: Stainless steel does not require a plastic liner ensuring a chemical and 
odour free beverage. It has an indefinite life span which keeps your logo in the public 
arena for longer and also helps to limit the use of disposable plastic bottles that can 
end up polluting the environment. All materials used are recyclable and BPA free.
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Therma Vacuum Bottle
108574

Premium quality 500ml double wall, vacuum 
insulated stainless steel bottle which is presented 
in a Black gift box. Therma makes an exceptional 
year round gift and keeps drinks either hot or cold 
for many hours. 

Neva Water Bottle 
Metal 500ml
110008

500ml stainless steel water bottle which is 
nicely presented in an XD Design gift box. 
Neva features a woven carry strap that also 
acts as a thoughtful quick release to raise the 
flip valve for drinking.
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Neva Water Bottle 
Tritan 450ml
110010

BPA free, 450ml Tritan water bottle which is
nicely presented in an XD Design gift box. 
Neva features a woven carry strap that also 
acts as a thoughtful quick release to raise the 
flip valve for drinking.
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Saturn Glass Coaster Set
Set of 2 - 105306
Set of 4 - 105307

Choose from a set of two or four elegant glass 
coasters which are presented in a smart gloss Black 
gift box. 

Venetian Glass 
Co�ee Mug
105655

Delightful European style frosted 
glass coffee mug presented in a 
Black gift box.
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105655

Delightful European style frosted 
glass coffee mug presented in a 
Black gift box.
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Maldive Beer Glass
105639

Premium 400ml stemmed beer glass 
presented in a Black gift box.

Munich Beer Mug
105657

Popular 400ml glass beer mug 
presented in a Black gift box.
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Munich Beer Mug
105657

Popular 400ml glass beer mug 
presented in a Black gift box.



Surf Tumbler
105629

Classic 250ml glass tumbler with a 
heavy base which is presented in a 
Black gift box.

Rock Tumbler
108264

Refined 250 ml glass tumbler with a heavy 
square base which is presented in a Black 
gift box.
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Wine Glass
105633

Elegant wine glass which is presented 
in an attractive Black gift box.

Veeno Tumbler
108263

Fashionable 450ml curved glass tumbler which is 
becoming very popular as a stemless wine glass. 
Veeno is tastefully presented in a Black gift box.

Veeno Tumbler
108263

Fashionable 450ml curved glass tumbler which is 
becoming very popular as a stemless wine glass. 
Veeno is tastefully presented in a Black gift box.

Elegant wine glass which is presented 
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Premier Notebook
108828

Luxury medium size, hard covered 
notebook with 80 lined pages and a 
cardboard storage envelope on the 
inside back cover. Other features 
include an elastic closure band, a book 
mark ribbon and a textured antique 
Neoskin finish with trendy White 
stitching. Choose from a selection of 
antique colours including Grey, White, 
Orange, Red, Green, Light Blue,
Dark Blue, Navy and Black.
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Premier Notebook 
with Pen
110461 - with Panama Pen
110528 - without Pen

Luxury medium size, hard covered notebook 
with 80 lined pages and a cardboard storage 
envelope on the inside back cover. Other 
features include an elastic closure band, a 
book mark ribbon and a textured antique 
Neoskin finish with trendy white stitching. 
Choose from a selection of antique colours 
including Grey, White, Orange, Red, Green, 
Light Blue, Dark Blue, Navy and Black. Each 
notebook has its own stylish Panama pen 
neatly included in the elastic pen loop.
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Leeds Portfolio
100828

Hard cover portfolio with a soft touch 
polyurethane finish which makes an affordable 
personal or business gift. Features include a 
lined pad, a business card holder and a pen 
loop. 

Inverness Portfolio 
with Calculator
100830

Luxury hard cover portfolio with a soft touch 
polyurethane finish which has a calculator, a 
lined pad, a pen loop, pockets for business 
cards and a secure closure strap. 
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Whitehall Tablet Portfolio
107085

Latest design hard cover portfolio with a soft touch 
polyurethane finish which features a universal tablet 
holder. Whitehall is the perfect business or personal 
gift and reflects the modern day requirement of 
easy storage and access to a tablet. Other features 
include a secure zip closure, a lined pad, a pen loop, 
a business card holder and four loops to hold flash 
drives. 

Bradford Zip Portfolio
102172

Large hard cover portfolio with a soft touch 
polyurethane finish and a secure zip around 
closure. Bradford features a large internal 
document folder which can double as a tablet 
holder as well as a lined pad, pockets for 
business cards and a pen loop.
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Oxford Portfolio
108829

Small hard cover portfolio with a soft
touch polyurethane finish complete with a
calculator, a lined pad and a pen loop.
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Intrepid Travel Adaptor
110530

A gift that will be remembered and appreciated 
when travelling overseas. This travel adapter 
which is presented in an attractive carry case will 
work in most countries and complies with CE, 
FCC and RoHS international standards. 



Exocet Flash Drive 
Ball Pen
107697 - Exocet Flash Drive Ball Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Superb twist action brass ball pen with 
a stylus for use with touch screens and a 
built in 4GB flash drive. Exocet is available 
in Black and White and can be attractively 
presented in the choice of a Black or 
Carbon Fibre patterned gift box. 

Centaris Stylus Pen
107703 - Centaris Stylus Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Luxury brass ball pen with a magnetic cap 
and an electroplated metal finish. It features 
a highly conductive fibre-mesh stylus for use 
with touch screens and can be presented in 
an elegant gift box with a magnetic closure. 
Centaris is available in stunning Satin 
Chrome and Gunmetal with the choice of 
Black or Carbon Fibre patterned gift boxes.
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Heritage Rimu Pen
107031

Twist action ball pen manufactured from sustainably sourced New Zealand 
Rimu which is famous for its rich colour and unique grain pattern. ‘NZ Rimu’ 
is discreetly laser engraved on the pen and it is presented in a Black velvet 
sleeve.

Ambassador Ball Pen
109989 - Ambassador Ball Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Elegant brass twist action ball pen with the choice of Silver, White or Black 
barrel. Ambassador can be beautifully presented in the choice of a Black 
or Carbon Fibre patterned gift box with a magnetic closure.

Ambassador Ball PenAmbassador Ball Pen
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Statesman Rolling 
Ball Pen
108749 - Statesman Rolling Ball Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Luxury brass and Carbon Fibre rolling ball 
pen which can be attractively presented in 
the choice of a Black or matching Carbon 
Fibre gift box. 

Statesman Ball Pen
108750 - Statesman Ball Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Luxury twist action brass and Carbon 
Fibre ball pen which can be attractively 
presented in the choice of a Black or  
matching Carbon Fibre gift box. 
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Statesman Gift Set
108792

Premium gift set with a matching ball pen 
and rolling ball pen which both feature 
beautifully crafted genuine Carbon Fibre 
barrels. The upper barrel of both pens is 
brass and they are presented in a matching 
Carbon Fibre patterned gift box. 

President Pen
104538 - President Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

President is a brass barrel rolling ball 
pen of the highest quality and a natural 
choice when only the best will do. It can 
be tastefully presented in either Black or 
a Carbon Fibre patterned gift box.

Carbon Fibre patterned gift box. 

choice when only the best will do. It can 
be tastefully presented in either Black or 
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Diplomat Pen
101815 - Diplomat Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

High quality yet very affordable retractable
brass ball pen with a soft rubber grip 
which makes a gift of high perceived 
value. Diplomat is available in Silver, Black 
and Translucent Blue barrels and can 
be presented in the choice of a Black or 
Carbon Fibre patterned gift box.

Wave Pen
101803 - Wave Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Retractable brass barrel ball pen with a 
timeless contoured design and decorative 
soft rubber inserts in the grip zone. Wave 
is available in Silver, Black or Translucent 
Blue barrels and can be presented in 
the choice of a Black or Carbon Fibre 
patterned gift box.
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Supreme Pen
107045 - Supreme Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Timeless twist action, brass ball pen 
which offers the choice of Silver, 
Black and Translucent Blue barrels. 
Supreme is a thoughtful gift and can 
be elegantly presented in the choice 
of a Black or Carbon Fibre patterned 
gift box.

Valencia Pen
105590 - Valencia Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Retractable brass barrel ball pen with
a comfortable rubber grip and flowing
contoured barrel. Valencia is available
in Silver, Black and Translucent Blue
and can present exceptionally well with 
the choice of a Black or Carbon Fibre 
patterned gift box.
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Andromeda Pen
100965 - Andromeda Pen
108478 - Monaco Gift Box

Precision twist action ball pen 
with a refined genuine Carbon 
Fibre barrel and can have superior 
presentation in a matching Carbon 
Fibre patterned gift box.

Serrano Desk Pen Holder
107156

Smart leather look desk gift which is ideal for the 
home or office. Serrano features dual compartments 
and fashionable White stitching.
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Baron Round Leather 
Key Ring
108385

Genuine leather key ring presented in a gloss Black 
gift box. Baron features a round metal plate which 
is branded with a sophisticated resin finish.

Baron Square Leather 
Key Ring
108597

Genuine leather key ring presented in a gloss Black 
gift box. Baron features a square metal plate which 
is branded with a sophisticated resin finish.

Baron Rectangular Leather 
Key Ring
108598

Genuine leather key ring presented in a gloss Black gift 
box. Baron features a rectangular metal plate which is 
branded with a sophisticated resin finish.
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Spinning Metal Key Ring
100318

Chrome plated metal key ring with a spinning inner 
oval which is presented in a gloss Black gift box.

House Metal Key Ring
100322

Chrome plated house shaped metal key ring 
presented in a gloss Black gift box. 
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Rectangular Metal 
Key Ring
100316

Chrome plated metal key ring 
presented in a gloss Black gift box.

Oval Metal Key Ring
105659

Chrome plated metal key ring presented in 
a gloss Black gift box.
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Wave Metal Key Ring
100889

Chrome plated metal key ring presented in a 
gloss Black gift box.

Spinning House 
Metal Key Ring
104886

Chrome plated metal key ring with a 
spinning house design which is presented 
in a gloss Black gift box.
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Laser Etch Metal 
Key Ring
104177

Chrome plated metal key ring with 
a Black aluminium insert which is 
presented in a gloss Black gift box.

Executive Manicure Set
104651

Stylish seven piece manicure set which is 
beautifully presented in a smart aluminium case.
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Swiss Peak Outdoor Backpack
109999

Simple but stylish Swiss Peak backpack manufactured from a 
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. Has one large main 
compartment, comfortable padding on the back and shoulder 
straps along with two mesh side pockets and a carry handle.
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Swiss Peak Sling Laptop Backpack
109997

Swiss Peak innovation is at its best with this smart urban style sling bag 
which is manufactured from a combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. 
The comfortable, extra wide single shoulder strap allows the bag to be 
rotated to the front of the body and accessed without taking it off. Other 
features include a secure phone pocket on the shoulder strap, a fully 
padded laptop compartment, a tablet sleeve, three external zippered 
pockets and a carry handle.
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Senator Laptop 
Backpack
107687

Premium backpack crafted from 600D 
polyester and fully padded throughout 
including the base and shoulder straps. 
Senator offers compartments specifically 
designed to securely hold both a laptop 
and a tablet as well as a mesh pocket 
for charging cables and accessories. 
Other features include two large internal 
compartments for documents or clothing, 
an external zippered pocket and a 
reinforced mesh pocket for a water bottle.

Swiss Peak Laptop 
Backpack
108610

Protect a laptop in dynamic style with Swiss 
Peak. This robust 1680D heavy polyester 
backpack offers a fully padded laptop 
compartment as well as comfortable padding 
on the back and shoulder straps. It has 
additional compartments and an organiser 
with zippers that can be locked.
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Artemis Laptop Backpack
109074

Smart two compartment Black backpack, manufactured 
from 600D polyester with ripstop nylon accents and 
the choice of Yellow, Orange, Red, Bright Green, Blue 
or Black decorative piping. Artemis features a padded 
back panel and shoulder straps as well as a fully 
padded internal laptop compartment. Other features 
include an internal pocket for a tablet, a zippered 
external pocket and two mesh side pockets.
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Swiss Peak 
Laptop Bag
108611

Swiss Peak have balanced design and 
function to create a unique briefcase 
which offers excellent protection for 
a laptop and looks sensational. It 
can be carried with the soft padded 
handle or the padded adjustable 
shoulder strap.

Swiss Peak 38cm 
Laptop Bag
109998

Superb Swiss Peak laptop bag 
manufactured from a combination of 
600D and 1680D polyester complete 
with a padded shoulder strap which is 
fully adjustable and detachable. Has a 
padded laptop compartment, a tablet 
sleeve, a zippered front organiser 
pocket and a rear luggage sleeve so it 
can slide over the handle of a rolling 
suitcase. 
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Harvard Laptop Bag
107688

Superior laptop bag manufactured from 
600D polyester. Harvard has two fully padded 
internal compartments for both a laptop and 
a tablet with plenty of space for documents 
etc. It has carry handles with a Velcro wrap 
and a removable padded shoulder strap. 
Other features include internal and external 
mesh pockets, an external zippered pocket 
and a rear luggage sleeve which slides over 
the handle of a rolling suitcase.

Synergy Laptop Bag
109075

Sturdy laptop bag manufactured from 
highly durable poly-leather. Synergy has 
fully padded compartments for both a 
laptop and a tablet, an external zippered 
pocket and a shoulder strap.
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Millennium Laptop 
Travel Bag
109076

Large travel bag manufactured from 
highly durable poly-leather. Millennium 
has fully padded compartments for 
both a laptop and a tablet, an external 
zippered pocket and a padded 
shoulder strap.

Swiss Peak 
Weekend/Sport Bag
109994

Swiss Peak have thoughtfully combined smart
design with the needs of a busy lifestyle to
create an outstanding multi purpose duffle
bag which is ideal for long weekends or as a
sports or gym bag. It is manufactured from
a combination of 600D and 1680D polyester
and its many features include a large main
compartment with a U shaped zip opening, a
side entry shoe compartment with an air vent,
an adjustable shoulder strap, a unique water
bottle holder and a zippered side pocket. 
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Horizon Du�e Bag
107665

Stylish Black duffle bag manufactured 
from strong 600D polyester with patterned 
ripstop nylon accents and the choice of 
Grey, Yellow, Orange, Red, Bright Green, 
Blue or Black decorative piping. Horizon 
offers three external compartments, one 
of which is an extended water proof inner 
bag for shoes, boots or wet clothing. Other 
features include an adjustable water bottle 
holder, a reinforced base with plastic feet, 
an outer mesh pocket, carry handles with 
a Velcro wrap and a removable padded 
shoulder strap. 
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Swiss Peak Weekend Bag
108608

Enjoy weekend trips in style with the Swiss Peak Weekend
Bag which is manufactured from tough 1680D polyester. It 
features a compartment for accessories, comfortable carry 
handles with a Velcro wrap and an adjustable shoulder strap.

Swiss Peak Document 
Trolley
108609

Swiss Peak brings function and refreshing design to
the business world with this stunning trolley bag 
manufactured from heavy 1680D polyester. It has 
compartments for documents as well as a laptop and 
tablet, some of which can be locked. Other features 
include an external zippered pocket for easy access 
to accessories and a duo-tube trolley system for 
added stability.
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Carrera Jute Tote Bag
108035

Carrera makes a thoughtful and useful eco-friendly gift with an 
incredible natural look and feel. This simple yet sophisticated 
shopping bag is hand crafted from fashionable jute with 
padded cotton handles.

Swiss Peak Toilet Bag
108607

Travel in style with the luxury Swiss Peak toilet 
bag. Manufactured from 1680D polyester with 
one main compartment containing four smaller 
compartments, two mesh open pockets, one 
mesh zippered pocket and a handy hook.
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Carrera Jute Tote Bag
108035

Carrera makes a thoughtful and useful eco-friendly gift with an 
incredible natural look and feel. This simple yet sophisticated 
shopping bag is hand crafted from fashionable jute with 
padded cotton handles.
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This catalogue showcases selected corporate gift ideas from TRENDS COLLECTION in conjunction 
with our global partners XD DESIGN and SWISS PEAK. Corporate gifts are a valuable means of 
strengthening relationships with both customers and employees. A perfectly timed gift is one of the 
best ways of conveying the very important message that a business relationship really matters to your 
company.

Verbal or written communication is soon forgotten but carefully chosen branded gifts have a proven 
record when it comes to expressing your appreciation to customers or motivating and thanking 
employees. Gifts generate reciprocal appreciation and goodwill and act as a constant reminder of a 
close business relationship.

When selecting a corporate gift it is important to ensure that both the quality and perceived value 
are appropriate for the purpose intended. It’s the thought that counts and a gift does not need to be 
excessively expensive but conversely should not be perceived as inexpensive or poor quality.

Trends Collection, XD Design and Swiss Peak are market leading brands with a reputation for producing 
elegant, yet affordable corporate gifts which exceed expectations. Careful consideration is given to the 
design, product quality, branding and presentation of the gifts you select. All you have to do is deliver 
them and enjoy the appreciation and goodwill they generate.

For over 30 years XD Design has been regarded as the
leading global brand for business and corporate gifts.
With design studios in both Europe and Shanghai,
they produce elegant yet practical gifts that people
appreciate and use in their everyday life.

XD Design knows what makes a business gift truly
memorable and appreciated. Their gifts are unique
and pleasing to the eye, but also functional and
meticulously manufactured to the highest standards.
Each item is carefully branded and presented in a
tasteful gift box.

Incorporating sustainability into corporate gifts is very
important to XD Design and they have a clear focus
on a socially responsible future. Through every step of
the design and manufacturing process the impact each
gift will have on the environment is considered. You
can read more about XD Design’s vision for the future
at www.xdvision2020.com.

The Swiss Peak brand was born in 1992 and quickly 
became a global market leader for luxury travel, 
business and lifestyle corporate gifts.

Swiss Peak is powered by a team of talented designers
who are passionate about creating unique and
original gifts that put style and adventure into people’s
lives. They excel at taking items used every day and
elevating them to desirable business gifts which will be
appreciated and remembered.

Affordability is important and Swiss Peak offers
exceptional value without compromising quality. Each
item can be branded and many are presented in a
Swiss Peak gift box.

The lifestyle values Swiss Peak bring to their
range makes them a popular choice for companies
worldwide who are seeking gifts to show their
appreciation to customers and employees.
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